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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF

000135

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

November 9, 1999

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, November 9, 1999, in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the
President.
Regents Present:
Larry D. Willard, President
David A. Archuleta, Vice President
Mary A. Tang, Secretaryffreasurer
Jason Bousliman
Jack L. Fortner
Judith C. Herrera
Richard Toliver

•

Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Eric Anaya, President, Associated Students of UNM
Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association
Rick Maes, President, Staff Council
Maria Raby-Mondragon, President, Alumni Association
Members of the Administration, the Media, and others
Absent:
Neeraj Magotra, President, Faculty Senate
Ann Rhoades, President, UNM Foundation

******
EXECUTIVE SESSION

Immediately following the open meeting on October 12, 1999, the Regents met in executive
session regarding pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 1O-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978,
and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1.(2) NMSA 1978. All Regents were
present and hereby attest that the only matters discussed in the executive session were
pending/threatened litigation and personnel matters as noticed.

******

•

Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m .

******
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ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Regent Tang moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
PUBLIC INPUT

Phillip Merges, Detective, UNM Police Department, spoke in connection with the certification of
the election for Sergeants.

******
AFPROVAL OF THE SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE OCTOBER 12, 1999 BOARD MEETING

Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the October 12, 1999 Board
meeting. Regent Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******

•

ADMINISTRATIVE REpORT

In the absence of University President William C. Gordon, Ms. Julie C. Weaks, Interim Vice
President for Business and Finance, presented the administrative report as follows.
UNM has been cited for the fourth time as one of America's best college buys by the Institutional
Research and Evaluation, Inc., a group that surveys more than 1,500 colleges and universities.
This recognition speaks to UNM's ability to provide students a high quality education at an
affordable price.
UNM has been featured for the first time by the Princeton Review in its guide "The Best 331
Colleges." The ratings. are based on student surveys. The Review cited UNM for its diversity,
quality of faculty and its great library, among a number of things.
The Zimmerman Library building, designed by John Gaw Meem and one of the foremost
examples of the Pueblo Revival Architecture, has received the Centennial Award from the New
Mexico Chapter of the American Institute of Architects. The Institute, which honors buildings
that contribute significantly to the architectural heritage of the state, has chosen Zimmerman
Library as one of the buildings ofthis century.
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Vice President Weaks concluded her report here, but said that reports on UNM's Y2K
preparations and on the School of Engineering would be presented for the Regents' information
later in the meeting.
Regent Toliver voiced his concern about campus safety and related issues and asked if the Board
of Regents was going to receive a formal report on these issues. Vice President Weaks replied
that a review with the Board could be scheduled. She noted inconsistencies in the reporting of
crime statistics concerning UNM and said that University President William Gordon initiated an
Op-Ed piece for the newspaper which states what the real statistics are and the University's
concern. Regent Toliver said his point was that when the issue got to this magnitude, a clear
statement is needed to the effect that the University is doing everything possible to ensure the
safety of its campus and to do what is needed to ensure adequate security staffing. Vice President
Weaks said that could be planned as an information item for the next Board meeting.
Regent Willard said he thought that would be well in order, but that President Gordon did address
the issue as the media reports came out last week. Regent Willard said that the sum total is that a
fence cannot be built around the University. It is in the middle of the comrimnity and an
extension of it. If the University has the problem, the whole community has it. He said President
Gordon took steps to show the issues and errors in the newspaper report.

•

Regent Toliver said he understood the issues, but wanted to go on record as saying that if there is
room for improvement and for enhancements in this area, then the Board of Regents ought to be
about the business of doing it. Regent Willard said he would take what Regent Toliver said in the
spirit in which it was said. He said the University always ought to be trying to improve
everything on campus and this was certainly no exception.
Regent Tang said she agreed, but that she would also like strong consideration given to having a
well-lit parking structure on campus for the safety of students attending night classes. She said
that Yale and Lomas was a good place to build a multistory structure and that she would like a
report on why the University was not moving in that direction.

******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS

Rick Maes, President, Staff Council
Mr. Maes said that Staff Council has joined with the Human Resources Department on a number
of issues, including the formation of a layoff response committee. If layoffs occur, the committee
can respond quickly to employees and try to find the best solutions to their particular problems
and move on getting them reintegrated into the University system or perhaps help them to go on.
The salary committee will begin to address some of the inequities stemming from UNMPact. It is
looking at target people and wants to do the fairest thing possible, but it is a very complex issue.
Staff Council welcomes the fact that Human Resources under Susan Carkeek has allowed it to be
a part of that program. An oversight committee has also been established to advise Human
Resources on future efforts.

•

Mr. Maes said that morale at the various hospitals continues to be low, but Staff Council is
confident that some of the efforts by Dr. Eaton and the Human Resources staff there will bear
fruit. People are going to have actual choices to look at as they transition from one system to the
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other. Council is also concerned that some,key people have been lost during this period,
particularly in quality control, which could affect the accreditation process.
Mr. Maes said that staff members working the later shifts are worried about the crime situation.
One possible idea to cut down on crime would be to limit access to the south parking lot, where a
number of auto thefts have occurred, to persons carrying parking stickers.

•

Mr. Maes said he wanted to thank Regent Bousliman for attending a Staff Council meeting. He
invited the Regents to attend any of the meetings
Brian Colon, President, GPSA
Mr. Colon thanked Regent Bousliman for his leadership of the recent blood drive. Over $4,000
was raised for the UNM Library. (Regent Bousliman pointed out that this blood drive beat New
Mexico State's previous collegiate record.)
This coming Thursday at 5:15 p.m at The Pit, GPSA and ASUNM will host a reception for the
local legislative delegation and units in this area interested in education in New Mexico. The
President ofTY-I, members of the Albuquerque Public School Board, the Superintendent of
Schools, and several members of the New Mexico legislative delegation will attend. Coach
Frascilla will give a welcome to The Pit directly before the game. State Senate President pro
Tempore Manny Aragon and Speaker of the House Representative Raymond Sanchez will speak
about the mentorship program for APS students that allows them to be part of the discussion on
education reform in New Mexico. The Legislative Council has granted GPSA/ ASUNM
permission to present a report on this program to the legislature in late January ..
Concerning the GPSA Resolution on the Waiveable Fee and NMPIRG Funding, Mr. Colon read
the following from the Resolution.

•

Be it resolved by the Council of the Graduate and Professional Student
Association, the representative Body of Graduate and professional students at the
University of New Mexico:
Section 1. That the Regents of the University of New Mexico acknowledge the
responsibility that they have given to GPSA through reconsideration of a waiveable fee
policy that came directly out of the NMPIRG initiative process that GPSA fully
supported,
'.
Section 2. That NMPIRG receive funding through such a policy as developed by
a joint Administrative, GPSA, and ASUNM committee, and approved by the UNM
Board of Regents.
Mr. Colon said that GPSA asks the Board of Regents to reconsider its previous decision on the
waiveable fee and to consider the documents provided here today. He said the Resolution was
passed with a vote of about 34 to 1.
On afinal note, Commissioner of Public Lands Dr. Ray Powell will give a presentation to GPSA
on November 18, from 2:30 to 4. Mr. Colon invited the Regents to that reception.
Eric Anaya, President, ASUNM
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Mr. Anaya said that ASUNM had been very busy the past month participating in·the blood drive
and helping President Colon in the Government Mentoring Program. ASUNM has also been
providing students with free-time activities in an effort to help build more community on campus
and get students involved with ASUNM.
ASUNM will hold an election for 10 senators on November 17.
ASUNM is continuing its work on the Feed the Future ofUNM Food Drive in conjunction with
Student Activities, Staff Council, GPSA, a number of other student groups and the Roadrunner
Food Banle The goal is 50,000 lbs offood.
Maria Raby-Mondragon, President, Alumni Association
Ms. Raby-Mondragon reported that Homecoming '99 was very successful and thanked everyone
for their participation.
The Alumni chapters continue their many activities, and the Phoenix Chapter will celebrate the
final Green Chile chapter event this coming weekend.
The UNM affinity license plate, developed in conjunction with ASUNM and GPSA, is in the
final stage of development and is expected to be on the market in February 2000. Proceeds from
the project will be used to fund traditions programs coordinated and agreed upon by the student
governments and the Alumni Association.

••

The Career Network Program is a mentorship program the Alumni Association is putting on line .
It is in the midst of signing up 500 persons-Alumni are being pursued at this point-and will be
marketed in February. Alumni will be matched up with students in terms of mentors hips and
careers.
The Alumni Association's Legislative Advocacy Committee has begun its planning for the
upcoming legislative session and will be coordinating lobbying efforts throughout the state. The
Association's Legislative Reception will take place in Santa Fe on Monday, February 7, 2000,
from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. at La Fonda.

******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS

Regent Archuleta mentioned that the Board has not heard much recently about the D.H. Lawrence
Ranch and suggested it might be time for an update.

******
INFORMATION ITEMS

Year 2000 Coordinating Group Report

•

Vice President Julie Weaks said that in response to the many questions about the University's
Y2K preparedness, Max Kerlin, Special Assistant to the Provost, and in charge of the
University's Y2K readiness, prepared this report. Marc Gomez, Director of the Safety, Health
and Environmental Affairs Division, is standing in today for Mr. Kerlin, who is ill. Mr. Gomez
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is also the emergency preparedness coordinator for the main campus and oversees the emergency
readiness plan relative to Y2K and other emergencies that may occur on campus.
Mr. Gomez explained that several campus groups were working to minimize the effects ofY2K
on the University. Max Kerlin is in charge of the Y2K Coordinating Group, which is considered
to be the offense. The Group was organized in summer of 1998 and has involved itself in
planning, organizing, coordinating, communicating, allocating, and following-up. The Y2K
Contingency Planning Committee, co-chaired by Mr. Gomez and John Gaffuey, the Health
Sciences Center emergency preparedness coordinator, was organized in the summer of 1999 and
is considered to be the defense, i.e., what will be done in the event of system failures. There are
also departmental Y2K coordinators and full-time Y2K staff in CIRT.
The University's approach has been to create awareness and communicate to UNM and the
community. The functions and systems within UNM were divided into three groups based upon
potential high, medium and low risk. UNM's central resources have been committed mainly to
the high and the medium risk areas--for example, back-up generators in the event of power
failures and upgraded computer systems. The departmental Y2K coordinators will handle the
low risk functions in their areas. UNM has been actively monitoring and working with its critical
business partners such as PNM utilities, banks, state government, sponsors and vendors, and has
had very good communication and cooperation with them. Obviously, the University is trying to
plan for the unexpected. The University's level of confidence with its critical business partners is
high. It feels good about what it haS learned from PNM and others about their Y2K readiness,
and from the City and the Mayor. At the moment only the cashiering system, a high risk
function, appears not to be ready. However, it is projected to be completed and ready in the next
two weeks. The Y2K coordinators are working with deans, directors and chairpersons for
readiness at the departmental level. The greatest concern at this point is human overreaction to
Y2K on December 31 st.

•

••

The cost ofY2K preparedness for the University is projected at $2.1 million.
Mr. Gomez said the long-term benefits of Y2K preparedness include upgrading of the computer
systems and at the same time upgrading the emergency power systems and back-up systems. A
lot of progress has been made in the area of emergency and disaster preparedness which will be
beneficial to the University years down the road. Cooperation with the community and across the
University has been excellent.
Regent Bousliman said that students had expressed concern about losing classes they had signed
up for and about the status of their financial aid. In light of the fact that the cashiering system
still remains to be brought into preparedness, he asked Mr. Gomez ifhe could reassure him-and
other students-that these concerns will be taken care of. Ron Martinez, Director of Financial
Aid, said that insofar as assurance could be given, everything has been done to assure there would
be no problems.
Regent Tang said people needed to be warned to unplug their computers over the holiday break
in case there might be any spikes or surges. Mr. Gomez said a memo is being prepared for the
campus community covering many Y2K issues including what Regent Tang has mentioned.
Regent Toliver asked whether the contingency plans have had a run-through in the critical areas
such as the Hospital emergency rooms and those facilities that are computer dependent. Mr.
Gomez said that each system that has been identified as a vital system is being tested for Y2K
readiness. The Contingency Planning Committee was created as a spinoff of the Y2K
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Coordinating Group. Its purpose is to identify those systems that could fail at UNM-to evaluate
the potential for failure, to develop contingency plans in the event of failure and then to distribute
that information to the campus. The Committee is multidisciplinary in nature. The Committee's
approach has been to identify the key subject areas where there are vital systems on campus that
need to be looked at closely. These are Facilities/Utilities; Telecommunications; SecuritylPolice;
FinanceiAccountinglPayroll; Management Info Systems/CIRT; and Research Protection.
Contingency plans have been written for the major systems within these areas. A summary of the
vital systems specific to each building, what to do in the event of system failure and advice for
departmental contingency planning will be distributed to deans, directors and chairpersons the
week of November 8.
The Contingency Planning Committee has developed an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) for
the Main Campus. This will be activated and staffed on December 31. The purpose of EOC is to
mobilize the resources felt necessary to respond to any situation that might confront UNM to
minimize the impact on University operations. A core group of individuals has been designated
to staff the EOC, and there is also a group of individuals to be contacted during the period of
December 31 into January 1 in the event their expertise is needed. The Main Campus EOC will
be located in the Police Department in Hokona Hall from which it will work in conjunction with
Health Sciences Center, CIRT and Physical Plant EOC's.

•

All contingency plans that have been identified for subject areas are being or have been tested.
Regent Toliver asked if that meant the system has actually been stimulated with practice recall
and practice or pilot failure mode to see if those individuals and processes are in place? Mr.
Gomez said yes, that is the plan .
Regent Tang asked if there would be other people available if there was a need for them. Mr.
Gomez said that Police Chief Kathleen Guimond has spent a lot of time on her staffing and
having her resources mobilized. Parts of the Health, Safety and Environmental Affairs Division
will be on hand to assist in response to fire alarms that may go off on campus. Physical Plant is
mobilizing their staffing and is ready with people on site to respond to whatever occurs.
School of Engineering Report
Dean Paul Fleury of the School of Engineering thanked the Board of Regents for affording him
the opportunity to present a brief look at some of the issues and trends in the School of
Engineering. Dean Fleury highlighted the following aspects of the School.
The School of Engineering was founded in 1906 and now has five academic departments wi~h
100 faculty positions. It represents 8% of the campus in terms of enrollment and faculty. The
school generates $12 million through State Student Credit Hour formula and receives about $8
million in I & G support, 97% of which goes for staff and faculty salaries. The school has strong
minority programs for undergraduates and is expanding its internship, co-op and research
opportunities especially for undergraduates. The school brings in over $40 million annually in
external research funding, mostly from the federal government. It is building strong partnerships
with industry and the laboratories.

•

In its Mission Statement, the School of Engineering emphasizes comprehensive, affordable
education, strong interaction with the creators of new technologies in industry, government and
academia, and the diverse community of scholars at all levels. Dean Fleury said that one of the
goals he set for himself and the school when he arrived at UNM three years ago was that the
school's reputation would be brought more in line with its performance, and that has been
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happening. The school is ranked in the top 40 this year for the first time by US News and World
Report, and its performance is comparable to that of many of the schools that are looked to such
as Virginia, Colorado and North Carolina. The undergraduate program is ranked for the first time'
this year as well. The school has been fortunate in attracting new excellent young faculty. They
have received, for example, five of the coveted NSF Career Faculty Grants over the past several
years-there are only 60 of these given out nationwide in all fields every year, so winning one of
those is quite prestigious, and UNM has two this year. There are 30 Professional Society
Fellows, two National Academy of Engineering Members, and one National Academy of
Sciences Member. The School has been recognized in terms of producing a large fraction of
Hispanic and Native American Engineering graduates.
.'

•

This year the undergraduate programs went through accreditation successfully with both the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology and the Computer Science Accreditation
Board. There are about 1,400 undergraduates, of which nearly 40% are minority and about 25%
are female. This is not up to the UNM average, but is much higher than the national average in
engineering. There has been a 50% increase in freshmen over the last three years. It should be
noted that 80% of the students work more than 20 hours per week at outside jobs. For this
reason, focus is being put on co-op and internship and research opportunities so that when
students do such work it will contribute directly to their professional development.
One of the concerns the School of Engineering has been working on with the rest of the
University is the graduation rate. The Engineering Student Program Office, which was formed in
". 1998 to assist in advising pre-majors, now handles between 500-600 students. It takes care of all
the records and advisement. Dean Fleury said he was pleased to note that once students get into a
department they have a 90% graduation rate.
There are a number of minority programs, some of which are under the blanket title of Minority
Engineering Program. For the first time this year, the School received some State funding. The
Summer Bridge Program in its 15 th year now, which bridges between high school and first year,
has been very successful. Other programs are funded by federal grants that are competitively
awarded. In conjunction with the College of Arts and Sciences this past year a $2.5 million grant
was received to support undergraduate participation in research. It is a five-year grant that comes
out to about $500,000 a year. To date, 200 undergraduate students have been engaged to work on
vertically integrated teams headed by faculty members. 75% of the money that comes in goes
directly into the hands of the students. Very little overhead is generated and administrative costs
are very low. There are a number of other programs, including one being spearheaded by PNM in
collaboration with other units of the University.

•

In the drive to develop strategic plans for the school, a Board of Visitors was formed in February,
1999, as well as new advisory committees for all the departments. A number of faculty
committees focus on specific issues, such as interactive learning, graduate recruiting and
cooperatively with the Arts & Sciences Math for Engineers Working Group.

Graduate student enrollments are down by 20% in 4 years. In this respect the School is
following, but lagging behind, the national trend. Domestic graduates are scarce and minority
domestic graduate students are even scarcer. Approaches to dealing with this problem include
scholarships and fellowships and recruiting task forces.
Research funding remains healthy with over $40 million in new grants.
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The School of Engineering has a number of important partnerships. Dean Fleury noted that as
concerns the partnerships with the National Labs, a new and first true joint professor between
Sandia Labs and UNM was just hired, and a Distinguished Professor from Los Alamos has been
added. There are a number of strategic partnerships with national corporations. The School is
working hard, with Regent Toliver's help, to build better connections with the various
manifestations of the Air Force. These include professional development and advanced degrees
with AFOTEC (Kirtland HQ), the Air Force Academy, the Air Force Institute of Technology
(Ohio) and the Air Force Research Lab at Kirtland Air Base.
Dean Fleury said that competition for good faculty in engineering nationwide is extremely dense.
The School currently has about ten searches in progress. Good faculty is being hired, but too
many of the offers are being declined, partly because of low salaries. UNM is 15 out of 15 peer
institutions for faculty salaries.
Regent Toliver asked Dean Fleury ifhe thought the School of Engineering was doing anything
different from the rest of the University in getting students to be able to matriculate by year two.
Dean Fleury said he thought the school was because it has a premajor program staffed by four
persons who are responsible for making sure that the students are advised both in the general
needs of the University requirements as well as the specific needs of the discipline they intend to
enter.

•

In answer to Regent Tang's question about how the core curriculum requirement has impacted
Engineering, Dean Fleury said the School has the same requirement as other units to participate in
the core curriculum in terms of sciences, the humanities and the like. These are mostly worked in
as electives. Most of the engineering curricula are quite full because of the requirements of the
accrediting bodies, so the School has to work closely with Arts and Sciences to make sure that it
keeps these elective courses up to date.

******
CONSENT AGENDA

Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Consent Agenda. Regent Boushman seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

A.

Surplus Property List dated 10/22/99

The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on
the Surplus Property List dated 10/22/99.
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.

******

•

Before proceeding to the next item, Interim Vice President for Health Sciences R. Philip Eaton
said he wanted to share a happy note with the Board of Regents. One of the junior faculty
members, Dr. Andrew Hsi, received national recognition from the Association of Medical
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Colleges at its national meeting. This is the only award in the country given for humanism, and it
engendered a standing ovation--the only standing ovation in the last five years. Dr. Hsi has
developed a program, and received funding for it, for taking care of mothers and their babies that
are the product of substance-abuse pregnancies. It is an extremely sensitive, caring, and
productive program for the state of New Mexico. Dr. Hsi is a remarkable young person and a
model and mentor for students and faculty alike.
/

•

I

******
PROPOSED CHANGES TO REGENTS 9 POLICIES 2.13; 2:13.1; 2.13.2; 2.13.3

Vice President Eaton said this was an important day for the University and drew the Board's
attention to a historical background prepared by Senior Associate University Counsel Stephany
Wilson on the Board of Regents' relationship with the hospitals under the University's aegis.
Shown were no less than 25 steps that have taken place since 1949 in the University's efforts to
clarify the relationship and authority of the Regents relative to the five hospitals responsible for
patient care in the Health Sciences Center. Vice President Eaton said that although the Board of
Regents has always held the responsibility and authority for these hospitals, the process for
executing that responsibility and authority has been somewhat confusing and unclear. The
University's efforts to rectify this situation culminated in June of this year with the Board of
Regents' and the County Commission's approval of the lease agreement to operate the hospitals
under one hospital board. Subsequently, the New Mexico Department of Finance and
Administration and the New Mexico Board of Finance approved the agreement in August. The
Indian Health Service and the All Indian Pueblo Council approved in October.
In order to effect the necessary changes, revisions were needed in the Regents' Policies pertaining
to the Health Sciences Center. With the help of Regent Toliver and Regent Tang, these policies
were perused line by line. Among the important issues clarified and amplified are the nature of
the non-research and non-educational clinical operations of the Health Sciences Center as well as
the indication under policy that reporting will be done at least quarterly to the Health Sciences
Center Committee matters regarding the operation of the hospitals.

•

Regent Archuleta moved to approve the proposed changes to Regents' Policies 2.13; 2.13.1;
2.13.2; and 2.13.3. Regent Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
APPOINTMENTS TO THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD

The appointment of the following persons to the Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations
Board for the terms indicated is requested.
John Perovich (term ends 6/30/2000); Randy Gleason (term ends 6/3012001); Laura Threet (term
ends 6/30/2001); Maralyn Budke (terms ends 6/3012002); Christina Campos (term ends
6/30/2002); Ron Lujan (term ends 6/3012002); and Sanjeev Arora as Chief of Staff. They are
currently members of the past Hospital Board.
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Vice President Eaton said the December 1999 meeting 'of the Regents' Health Sciences
Committee would be a joint meeting with the full Board of Regents and the Hospital
Commission. All the Regents will be invited to attend.
.
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the appointments to the Health Sciences Center Clinical
Operations Board. Regent Herrera seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Regent Tang said she deeply appreciated everything Stephany Wilson and Vice President Eaton
and his staff have done to accomplish these changes. Regent Willard also thanked Dr. Eaton on
behalf of the Board.
.

. ******
CERTIFICATION OF ELECTION FOR SERGEANTS

•

Susan Carkeek, Associate Vice President for Human Resources, recalled that at its August 1999
meeting, the Board of Regents authorized an election for the sergeants to be included in the .
existing bargaining unit of the UNM Police Officers' Association. The election was held on
October 6. There were six eligible voters; five cast ballots with four in favor. Based on that
election, the Board is requested to certify the Police Officers Association as the bargaining agent
for the sergeants and to add this job title into the existing bargaining unit for police officers .
Regent Archuleta moved to approve certification of the election for sergeants. Regent Bousliman
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was take~ and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
CERTIFICATION OF ELECTION FOR SECURITY GUARDS

Ms. Carkeek explained that theRegents' Policy was changed to allow security guards, if they
were so interested, to join a collective bargaining agreement. The Board authorized an election in
August 1999. The election was held in October. There are 13 employees in the job title of
security guard who are eligible to vote. Nine of those individuals cast a ballot; eight were in
favor of union representation. Based on that election, it is requested that the Communication
Workers of America (CWA) be the authorized representative and that these employees be
included in their current bargaining unit. .
Regent Archuleta moved to approve certification of the election for Security Guards. Regent
Bousliman seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved .
Motion carried.
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******
PURCHASING CONTRACTS

•

Bruce Cherrin, Director of Purchasing, presented five contracts for Regents' approval.
1. Student Loan Servicing Agreement issued to the New Mexico Education Assistance
Foundation, a non-profit corporation established to improve the educational opportunities
of the residents of New Mexico by servicing loans. NMEAF administers over eleven
loan programs. This PO is for approximately $292,000.
2. Travel Management Program for the UNM Athletic Pepartment. This is for
administrative travel, coaches' travel, and occasionally some small team travel. This
contract for $700,000 has been awarded to Pavlus Travel, a new vendor for the Athletic
Department.
3. Radiation and Oncology Equipment. In 1998 the State Legislature appropriated $3
million of proceeds from General Obligation Bonds to be used for replacement and new
equipment in the Radiation Oncology section of the Cancer Research and Treatment
Center. These items will bring the Radiation Oncology Section up to current treatment
standards and will enhance the Center's ability to plan and deliver state-of-the-art
Radiation Therapy. A small renovation for the placing of this equipment is also included.
4. CT ScannerlSoftwarelHardware Upgrade. The University Hospital is upgrading its
current system to a full-system level. The new system has a powerful kilowatt generator
with techniques that produce better image quality at thinner slices and shorter scanning
times. Total expenditure: $655,000.

•

5. Diagnostic Ultrasound Systems. The RFP is to select a vendor that would provide
University Hospital state-of-the-art ultrasound equipment capable of meeting medical
requirements to various departments within the Hospital. Two awards totalling $611,505.
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the purchasing contracts. Regent Tang seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried,

******
REGENTS' POLICY ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Vice President Weaks recalled that former Regent Penny Taylor Rembe presented the Historic
Preservation Policy to the Board for its approval in concept approximately one year ago. This
was something very important to Regent Rembe who wanted to be certain that the University had
a formal policy in place to address historic preservation. At the time, it was determined that the
policy needed to be divided into two parts, one that would go into the Regents' Policy Manual
and one that would be the underlying policy that would go into the University Business Policies
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and Procedures Manual. That work has now been accomplished and the policy is presented today
for Regents' final approval.
Regent Tang asked about differences between the old and new policies. Vice President Weaks
said the new policy does not differ significantly from the old. It is more generalized, as it were,
with less specifics, because as the policy underwent review by the Campus Planning Committee,
other components, and the Executive Cabinet, the thought was that the policy should be more
broad based to allow for its expansion over time. Vice President Weaks said that everyone who
worked on the new policy believed it preserved the essence of the original policy. Regent Tang
said she remained very concerned about some of the John Gaw Meem buildings that take a great
deal of money to be kept suitable for use. She said she saw the Johnson Gallery, for instance, as a
very heavy expense to the University and wondered if any consideration had been given to
putting the gallery in a new or different facility. She said it is one John Gaw Meem building thatshould be torn down. Regent Tang asked if the Historic Preservation Policy would allow such
action as well as replacement of some of the old buildings on campus if such was needed. Vice
President Weaks said that the policy does allow for that.
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Regents' Policy on Historic Preservation. Regent
. Toliver seconded the motion.
.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

•

******
REVISED REGENTS' POLICY ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Vice President Weaks explained that at their last meeting, the Regents' approved a new
Intellectual Property Policy for the University of New Mexico. The action before the Regents
today is the revision of the appropriate section of the Regents' Policy Manual to reflect the new
policy.
Regent Herrera moved to approve the revised Regents' Policy on Intellectual Property. Regent
Fortner seconded the motion.
At Regent Tang's invitation, Dean Paul Fleury of the School of Engineering commented on
aspects of the revised policy that he said required clarification and communication. Regent Tang
added that while questions concerning the policy did not require the policy be changed, they
should be investigated more closely.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Regent Willard noted Regent Tang's comments.

•

******
REGENTS' RESOLUTION SUPPORTING KNME- TV's BECOMING DIGITAL
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Vice President Judy Jones said that the University's intent is to activate Channel 25, the digital
channel assigned to KNME-TV by the FCC, by May of2000. The Board of Regents and the APS
Board are being asked to approve that intent, so that an application for federal funds can be
submitted in January. The application for federal funds cannot be filed in January if the intent to
activate the digital channel has not been filed. There is language in the Resolution that specifies
that activation is subject to financial capability. KNME is engaged in a variety of fund raising
activities, both at the state level and in terms of private fund raising, and will also be seeking with
other public television stations federal funding to assist with the digital conversion. Therefore,
the action before the Board today is a resolution, and APS has been asked to approve a similar
resolution, to be filed with the FCC ofKNME-TV's intent to activate the digital channel.

•

Regent Archuleta moved to adopt the Resolution Supporting KNME-TV's Becoming Digital.
Regent Herrera seconded the motion.
Regent Tang said she appreciated KNME-TV Director Jon Cooper's inviting the UNM Board of
Regents to the breakfast meeting of the KNME-TV Board of Directors and explaining about the
digital conversion. However, she voiced her concerns about the adequacy of fund raising and the
possibility that extra money might be needed. Vice President Jones said that the station would be
engaged in fund raising efforts up until 2003. Moreover, the Regents have approved a funding
request that if approved by the legislature, would likely go on the GO Bond issue next November.
That is one source of funding. The station will engage in a private fund raising effort and then
also there are the federal funds. The conversion can be phased in with a minimal amount in the
first year in order to get a transmitter up and running. The station feels confident that the money
for that first phase can be raised through those three funding sources. Ifby some reason no
money were raised at all, then KNME- TV simply could not make the conversion to digital. That,
however, is not expected to happen.

•

Regent Tang asked how much time is to be given to educational purposes and what plans are
there for the future in this respect. Vice President Jones said that with multicasting and multiple
channels, it would be possible to continue to have the public television kinds of programs and
also have the variety of educational programming. It is not a matter of either/or or choosing a
percentage of the total time it would be possible to broadcast a number of different programs.
Mr. Cooper said he would like to emphasize that one of the advantages of having a multichannel
capability is that four to six times the programming presently offered can be provided. It is an
opportunity to open up the technology so that it can be used for very specific educational
purposes.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution Supporting KNME-TV's Becoming Digital is hereby made a part of
these minutes as Exhibit B.

******
INTERIM SERVICES AGREEMENT BETWEEN mE UNM BOARD OF REGENTS AND LOBO
ENERGY, INC: RENEWAL WITH AMENDMENTS

Jeff Easton, President/CEO of Lobo Energy, Inc., explained that the Interim Services Agreement
was entered into between Lobo Energy and the Board of Regents on December 1, 1998 and
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eKpires on December 1, 1999. This request for renewal, therefore, is presented for the Board's
approval to allow Lobo Energy to continue its business planning activities as it addres~es the
opportunities for utility improvement. At the same time, administrative corrections rnlve been
made to the Agreement which (1) include the addition of electric and natural gas accounts that
were inadvertently omitted from the original Agreement, (2) correct a rate condition that caused
some shifting of costs bet}veen Physical Plant's internal budget and cost centers, and (3) provide
for the capability to add any additional electric and natural gas accounts that may come into
existence during the next 12 months.
The changes offered here are not intended to cause any shift in obligations from the original
Agreement. The original intent is still intact. This is simply to provide an extension of time for
Lobo Energy to finish its business activities.
Regent Tang asked Mr. Easton ifhe was confident this extension was sufficient? Mr. Easton said
he thought 12 months was sufficient time to bring back to the Regents a plan that addresses as
much of the utility infrastructure upgrades as Lobo Energy can manage.
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Interim Services Agreement between the UNM Board of
Regents and Lobo Energy, Inc. Regent Herrera seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

•

A copy of the Interim Services Agreement Between the UNM Board of Regents and Lobo
Energy, Inc. Renewal with Amendments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit C.

******
CAPITAL PROJECT AFPROVAL FOR CENTRAL CAMPUS ELECTRICAL UPGRADES

Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, explained that the upgrading and replacement of
principal power to the central campus will take the existing power system currently housed in the
campus utility tunnel configuration and put it outside that tunnel in an approximately 3-foot wide,
4-ft reinforced concrete duct bank. The duct bank will contain conduit for power,
telecommunications, campus network fiber and other underground utilities both for existing needs
as well as those that might occur in the future. The safety part of this project is that it removes
power from a tunnel system that also currently houses steam and chilled water, two very
noncompatible utilities. This will make for a much safer utility environment for the University.
The project budget is $5.8 million, of which $4.4 million will come from this year's University
Revenue Bonds with the balance coming from 1999 Supplemental New Mexico Severance Tax
Bond proceeds. In addition to replacement of the power system and its distribution, the power
supply will be upgraded from 4,160 to 12,470 volts, which is much more reliable and much safer
power to extend to the campus as it grows into the future.
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Central Campus Electrical Upgrades. Regent Herrera
seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved .
Motion carried.
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******
CAPITAL PROJECT APPROVAL FOR CARRIE TINGLEY CHlLDREN'S HOSPITAL HVAC
UPGRADES PHASE Ii

•

Mr. Lujan said this project is for the renewal and replacement of part of the heating, ventilating
and air conditioning (HV AC) system at Carrie Tingley Hospital. The building is vintage 1959 in
construction and many of its systems are due for renewal and replacement. Mr. Lujan noted that
at the Finance and Facilities Committee meeting he had incorrectly reported that this was the final
HVAC project at Carrie Tingley Hospital, whereas this is actually the second of three phases.
The amount of this project--$140,OOO-is to be fund entirely by funds from the Carrie Tingley
Hospital Foundation.
Regent Bousliman moved for approval of the Carrie Tingley Children's Hospital HVAC
Upgrades Phase II. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
CAPITAL PROJECT APPROVAL FOR THE UNM STADIUM EXPANSION PHASE III

Mr. Lujan said that about eight years ago a master plan for the expansion and improvement of the
University Stadium was completed. That plan was revised about a year ago and will ultimately
well position UNM in its new conference as well as nationally for any realignment that may occur
in the future. Phases I and II of the expansion were completed when the Tow Diehm Facility was
occupied some five years ago. Phase III will begin construction of some of the improvements to
the amenities-concessions, toilet facilities, as well as a new concourse which will eventually
allow spectators to circulate around the entire perimeter of University Stadium. Phase III will
focus on the northwest entrance to the Stadium. There is funding sufficient to construct a new
vendor area, expand and upgrade toilet facilities, build a portion of the new concourse and the
central ticketing area for UNM football. The project budget is $1.675 million, funded from 1998
and 1999 NM Severance Tax Bond proceeds and 1999 NM General Obligation Bond proceeds.

•

Regent Archuleta moved to approve the UNM Stadium Expansion Phase III. Regent Tang
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL ARCIllTECT SELECTION FOR THE WOMEN'S
ULTRASOUNDIPHARMACY RELOCATION

Amy Boule of University Hospital explained that this is the second step in a three-step process for
approval ofa capital project. The Regents approved the first step in August. Subsequently, an
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RFP was issued and three qualified architectural firms responded and were invited to provide
presentations on their proposals. The selection committee, made up of representatives of all the
affected departments, selected the firm of DekkerlPerichlSabatini as the recommended architects
for this project.
Regent Herrera moved for approval of the University Hospital Architect Selection for the
Women's UltrasoundlPharmacy Relocation. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
LAND SALE TO STATE HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT FOR ADDITIONAL 125 RIGHT-OF-WAY

•

Real Estate Director Kim Murphy said approval is requested to sell approximately six-tenths of
an acre of land to the NM State Highway and Transportation Department for additional 1-25
right-of-way in connection with the Big-I project. The property is north of Lomas Boulevard
adjacent to 1-25 and consists of a strip ofland approximately 50 feet wide and about 560 feet
long, It is a part of a property called Parenti Field, which was acquired from the Archdiocese of
Santa Fe in 1995. The selling price is $111,000 or $4.00 per square foot, which is consistent with
the values in the area. The conveyance documents will be reviewed and approved by University
Counsel.
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the sale of Land to the State Highway and
Transportation Department for Additional 1-25 Right-of-Way. Regent Fortner seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved,
Motion carried.

•

In connection with the foregoing item, Regent Tang said she was still interested in what was
going to happen with the Big-I in terms of access to UNM, She asked what the current thinking
was on the City's part and whether anyone knew what was being planned for access to UNM
from the Interstate? Mr. Lujan said'that he could not attest to what the City was doing in that
respect, but UNM has convened a task force which cuts across several divisions of the University,
including the north as well as the central and south campuses. The task force has looked at a
variety of strategies and is now trying to figure out how they can be implemented across both the
academic and non-academic divisions here at the University. Progress is being made. The start of
the project has apparently been moved back from March 2000 to May. Mr. Lujan said that part of
the problem and many ofthe issues raised about the Big-I project have to do with the ripple
effects the Big-I project is expected to create both on adjoining streets in the neighborhood as
well as regionally. The State Highway Department has not satisfactorily answered such
questions, and the City, of course, is very concerned about those kinds of things. Mr. Lujan said
there was a lot of work ahead on this problem for the University, but the task force is keeping on
top of things .
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Mr. Maes reported that the City has run into some opposition from neighborhood associations to
the large volume of traffic expected to be diverted on to surface streets through neighborhoods.
He said that dealing with this problem is going to take a lot of patience and hopefully it will not
impact as significantly as projected. Mr. Lujan said that in terms of numbers and the increased
amount of traffic, the City is having a hard time putting its finger on it. Until that data is created
and becomes available and the community and the University can know just what the impact will
be, the City is resisting going forward with the project. Mr. Maes said that 90% of the people
who work and study at the University come from within a five-mile radius, but Regent Tang said
she was concerned about students who work: they need to get on campus to go to class and off
campus.

•

******
1998-99 EXTERNAL AUDIT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Vice President Weaks introduced Cynthia Reinhart and John Kennedy ofKPMG, which is doing
the University's external audit for the first time this year.
Ms. Reinhart presented three reports: the "Annual Audit Report," the "Management Letter," and
a document reporting the conduct of the audit that KPMG was required to communicate to the
Finance and Facilities Committee and the Board of Regents. Ms. Reinhart explained that these
documents were reviewed in detail with the Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee.
Regent Willard said that KPMG had issued an unqualified report. There are no major issues. As
in any audit, there are items that come up, but they were not stated to be of material nature, which
would affect KPMG's opinion. He said that from the Finance and Facilities Committee's point of
view, it is a very good audit.

•

Regent Tang asked if any weaknesses the University may have shown have been addressed? Ms.
Reinhart said the principle objective of the audit is to render this report, i.e., an accountant's
report on the numbers. However, as in the course of aIJ.y large institutions, there are going to be
observations and recommendations. These are separately communicated in the Management
Letter along with Management's responses, some of which are in progress, some of which are yet
to be performed. KPMG will revisit the University from time to time, make follow-up
assessment of these items and assess progress as well as give the Regents its thoughts and
observations about any other matters it finds in succeeding years.
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the 1998-99 External Audit of the University of New
Mexico. Regent Herrera seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Regent Tang moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into executive session. Regent
Bousliman seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
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Motion carried .

******
Open Meeting adjourned at 3:05 p.m.

******
EXECUTIVE SESSION

Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session regarding
pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 1O-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978, and limited
personnel matters, pursuantto Section 10-15-1.(2) NMSA 1978. The executive session was
noticed.

******
APPROVED:

•

ATTEST:
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EXHIBIT A

•

FormB

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSITION LIST DATED 10/22/99

RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY NUMBER:

•

7.9
Business and Finance Matters:
Property Management

For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on November 9, 1999

REQUESTED A CTlON'
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of property as listed on the Surplus
Property Disposition List dated 10/22/99.

BA CKGR OUND INFORMA TION'
Please see the enclosed listing.

APPROVED BY THE FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE: November 1, 1999.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS

•

Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87l31-3061

To:
From:
Date:
Subj:

Julie Weaks, Interim Vice President for Business and Finance
Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management
October 22, 1999
Surplus Property List dated 10122/99

(JjJ )1,J.f
~i

Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus property items, which
require Board of Regents approval for disposal.

Your assistance in placing this list on the next meeting agenda is appreciated.

•

Thank you .

Xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger

APS
TVI

•

•

•

•

EXHIBIT C

•

LOBO ENERGY, INCORPORATED
Finance & Facilities Agenda Item
November 1, 1999
Renewal: Interim Services Agreement

INTERIM SERVICES AGREEMENT, RENEWAL AND AMENDMENTS
The original agreement was executed between the University of New Mexico and Lobo Energy,
Incorporated on December I, 1998 and is due to expire on December 1,1999. The agreement
has been amended and requires renewal.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Approval of the agreement and its amendments for an additional one-year period to allow Lobo
Energy to continue to complete its utility business planning in addition to providing energy
procurement services and completing a metering installation project approved at the Regents
meeting on October 12, 1999.

•

JUSTIFICATION:
The Interim Services Agreement contemplates completion of the business planning activities
within one year from the date of the agreement. Because of a delayed startup of Lobo Energy,
the business planning has not been completed within one year of execution of the original
agreement. Lobo Energy requires additional time to complete its work thereby requiring an
extension of the primary term as provided in Section VI of the agreement.
DISCUSSION:
The original Interim Services Agreement provides that Lobo Energy would undertake three
primary responsibilities:
I) Procurement and resale to UNM of electricity and natural gas energy;
2) Installation of a metering and monitoring system;
3) Master utility planning for steam, natural gas, electricity, and chilled water systems
including the distribution piping and wires leading to the buildings.
Lobo Energy has all three activities in various stages of implementation.
The amendments to the agreement include:
1) The addition of electric and natural gas accounts inadvertently omitted from the original
document;
2) The correction of a rate condition that caused inadvertent subsidization of energy costs
among various cost centers;
3) The ability to add new electric and natural gas accounts that may come into existence during
the term of the agreement. The proposed amendments do not intend to alter the intent of,
nor otherwise cause a shift in the cost obligations beyond the original agreement.
FUNDING IMPACT:
No alteration or shifting of costs or revenue are anticipated as a result of renewing and amending

•

the original agreement.

ATTACHMENT: INTERIM SERVICES AGREEMENT, amendments highlighted in red font.

-

,

)

•

Interim Services Agreement
between the
Board of Regents of the
University of New Mexico
and
Lobo Energy Incorporated

WHEREAS the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico ("University")
intends to enter into an exclusive long-term Utility Services Agreement ( the "Long Term
Agreement") with Lobo Energy Incorporated ("LEI") for satisfaction of its energy utility
services requirements; and
WHEREAS LEI needs a period of time to develop its comprehensive capabilities to
provide for the continuous, safe, reliable, and efficient energy utility services required by
the University; and

•

WHEREAS, simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, the University and
LEI (the "Parties") have entered into a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") in which
the intent and purpose of this Agreement is generally articulated and is made subject to
further specification pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and;
WHEREAS the Parties to the MOA have expressed their intent to develop and agree
upon the Long Term Agreement as a replacement for this Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, the University and LEI agree as follows:
I. Definitions

1.1

The definitions that are set forth in Exhibit A to the MOA are also applicable to
this Agreement.

II. Service Obligations

•

2.1
LEI Utility Services Planning Obligations LEI agrees to develop and provide to
the University an LEI Master Utility Business Plan (the "Business Plan") which shall
cover the items specified in this Section II, including: 1) assumption of management and
operations responsibilities for the existing University utility systems under the USA; 2)
the financing, operating, improving, upgrading and expanding of the utility service
systems which include the production and distribution systems for electricity, steam,
cooling, natural gas, sanitary sewer, storm drainage, and domestic water; 3) interface
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requirements with other University utility systems not included in this Agreement. LEI
agrees to provide these services pursuant to all applicable laws and regulations. It is
understood that the services under this Agreement are limited to the activities described
herein. The planning services are intended to lead to execution of the Long Term
Agreement, which will replace all obligations included within this Agreement. To this
end, it is anticipated that significant mutual cooperation and flexibility will be required in
performance of LEI's obligations under this Agreement.
a. Utility Services Planning It is understood that LEI shall be primarily responsible for
planning the energy utility infrastructure required to meet the utility service
requirements of the University. The planning activities require the University's
active and timely participation, including advice and consent, to be provided through
its Facilities Planning and Physical Plant Departments (or their successor
organizations). All costs of the Utility Service Planning obligation shall be borne by
LEI, except for any reasonable University staff time commitments for the required
participation by University personnel. It is understood that these planning, design,
and development activities will include, but not be limited to:

•

•

Energy audit activities
1.
Building surveys and utility facilities' condition assessments
2.
3. Energy utilization analysis and modeling, including energy management
systems investigations integrated with metering, monitoring, and
verification activities
Utility systems planning and engineering
4.
Regulatory and permitting activities
5.
Coordination of comprehensive strategic planning and decision-making
6.
Financing improvements to the utility infrastructure
7.
Operating the infrastructure
8.
9. Preparation of final recommendation(s) for utility infrastructure
reconditioning and development project(s)
b. Primarv Steam Generation and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to
comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now
receiving Primary Steam Distribution services continuation of said services so as
to allow for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Steam
Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities
currently impact the efficiency of Primary and Secondary Steam Systems
operations. LEI is required to develop plans and designs to remedy such
deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is practicable. University
facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Steam Distribution system,
either as the result of the economic evaluation of service to existing facilities, or
as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities.
LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service changes within the scope
of its planning activities .
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c. Primary Cooling Production and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to
comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now
receiving Primary Cooling Distribution services continuation of said services so
as to allow for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Cooling
Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities
currently impact the efficiency of Primary and Secondary Cooling Systems
operations. LEI is required to develop plans and designs to remedy such
deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is practicable. University
facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Cooling Distribution
system, either as the result of the economic evaluation of service to existing
facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing,
University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service
changes within the scope of its planning activities.
d. Primary Electrical Generation and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to
comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now
receiving Primary Electrical Generation and Distribution services continuation of
said services so as to allow for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the
Secondary Electrical Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in
existing facilities currently constrain the ability to satisfy all electrical distribution
requirements. LEI is required to devielop plans and designs to remedy such
deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is practicable. University
facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Electrical Generation and
Distribution systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation of service to
existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing,
University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service
changes within the scope of its planning activities.
e. Primary Domestic Water Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan
for the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary
Domestic Water services continuation of said services so as to allow for the
efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Water Distribution systems.
It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the
ability to satisfy all domestic water distribution requirements. LEI is required to
develop plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and
expedient a manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or
deleted from the Primary Domestic Water systems, either as the result of the
economic evaluation of service to existing facilities, or as the result of
construction of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must
include evaluation of such anticipated- service changes within the scope of its
planning activities .

•

f.

Primary Sanitary Sewer Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan
for the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary
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Sanitary Sewer services continuation of said services so as to allow for the
efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Sanitary Sewer systems. It
is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability
to satisfy all sanitary sewer distribution requirements. LEI is required to develop
plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a
manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the
Primary Sanitary Sewer systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation of
service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement
of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated
service changes within the scope of its planning activities.
g. Primary Storm Drainage Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan
for the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary
Storm Drainage services continuation of said services so as to allow for the
efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Storm Drainage systems. It
is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability
to satisfy all storm drainage distribution requirements. LEI is required to develop
plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a
manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the
Primary Storm Drainage systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation
of service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or
retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such
anticipated service changes within the scope of its planning activities.
2.2.
Third-Party Energy Utility Procurement Service In addition to the LEI Service
Obligations specified in Paragraphs 2.1(a) through 2.1(d), LEI shall also purchase for its
own account and resell to the University natural gas and electric services for all
University facilities identified and described in Attachment "I". During the term of this
Agreement, LEI's Service Obligation is limited to provision of utility services to those
facilities, including communication of service requirements, payment of accounts for
services rendered by third-party providers, and billing oJ such services to the University,
pursuant to the specific management and procurement requirements further described
herein.
a. Preparation for Transfer of Third-Party Energy Utility Service Accounts: It is
understood that LEI will be required to establish business procedures and
accounting systems to manage the utility service procurement obligations
under this Paragraph 2.2. The University will maintain these services until
October 1, 1998, at which time the Service Obligation will be assigned to LEI.
b. During the period of this Agreement prior to October 1, 1998, LEI will
undertake all necessary activities required to establish the business practices,
procedures, and accounting systems necessary to fulfill its Service Obligations
under this paragraph .
2.3.

Intervention in Regulated Utility Proceedings It is understood that
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LEI shall be responsible for represeriting the University's interests in all utility regulatory
proceedings deemed appropriate by LEI. The assertion of legal and regulatory policy
positions by LEI or its agents on behalf of the University shall be after notification and
consultation with University Counsel, and any other such prior approval as is required by
the LEI Board of Directors. LEI shall bear all costs associated with the intervention
activities it undertakes, including the employment of legal counsel and services of
experts. LEI may negotiate joint responsibility with the University for the costs of such
services on a case-by-case basis.
2.4.

•

Reports

LEI shall provide the following reports to the University:

a. Comprehensive Utility Service Plan: LEI shall provide the University with
the Business Plan which shall incorporate all planning work described in
Paragraphs 2.1(a) through 2.3 in the form of a comprehensive plan for the
management of all utility service business functions including operations,
maintenance, capital improvements, financial planning, and budgeting for the
implementation of the utility service obligations contemplated under the Long
Term Agreement. Such plan shall comprehensively identify an optimal
strategy to meet the University'S utility service requirements under the Long
Term Agreement, articulating all facility requirements necessary to meet LEI
Service Obligations to the University, and integrating those Service
Obligations with the other utility services relied upon and/or retained by the
University under the Long Term Agreement. The method of implementation
of the Business Plan shall be set forth in the Long Term Agreement and
approval by the University Board of Regents of the Long Term Agreement
shall be deemed approval of the Business Plan. It is anticipated that the
Business Plan will be completed within twelve months of the execution of
this Agreement
b. ISA Financial Audit
LEI shall provide to the University a copy of a
financial audit performed by an independent certified public accounting firm
selected by LEI upon termination of the other service obligations under this
Agreement. Any independent certified public accounting firm selected by LEI
that is not the same firm selected by the University must agree to provide the
necessary audit information for the University to be able to comply with
federally mandated "single audit" reporting.
c. Periodic Reports and Information
LEI shall provide any reasonable
information regarding the financial operations of LEI requested by the
University'S internal audit staff upon formal request to the LEI President.

•

III. Utility Systems Improvements

3.1 Metering, Monitoring, and Verification Services:
Interim Services Agreement - Amendment 1

LEI shall undertake to
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•

comprehensively. plan, desigri, finance, and implement the installation of
comprehensive, integrated utility metering, monitoring and verifica:tion capabilities
for all University facilities currently served pursuant to Paragraph 2.2. Said metering,
monitoring, and verification capabilities will be owned by LEI, subject to a lease and
option to purchase in favor of the University. The metering, monitoring and
verification system shall be installed by LEI at as early a time as is practicable in
order to realize the maximum value such utility service data and control capabilities
may provide.

IV. Cost of LEI Utility Services
4.1 Pricing of LEI Service Obligations In consideration for fulfillment of all of LEI's

obligations under this Agreement (the "Service Obligations"), the University agrees
to:
a) Pay LEI for all energy services procured for resale to the University a\ the grcare:·
or the actual rares or the raks (ll':

•

1) $0.30 per therm for natural gas purchased and delivered to University District
Energy System facilities, and the average annual rates paid in Fiscal Year
1996-1997 as listed in Attachment "I" for all other facilities covered by this
Interim Agreement; and,
2) $.061 per kilowatt-hour for electricity purchased and delivered to University
District Energy System facilities, and the average annual rates paid in Fiscal
Year 1996-1997 as listed in Attachment "I" for all other facilities covered by
this Interim Agreement.
b) Pay LlJ f()r additional services ur aCCOUlHS !lor on AlJQcIHTlcnt"'/" at billing rates
[0 the nlethodo!ogy used in Atlacrnncnt 'T' or as orherwise
c
agreed il the :\tucll1Jle11t "I'" Incthods mc nOlapplicablc \0 the services or
accounts to be added"

established similar

c) Pay LEI the sum of FIFTY THOUSAND dollars ($50,000.00) per month to cover
LEI operating costs.
,

4.2 Payment of University Obligations to LEI The University shall transfer all funds for
accounts payable to LEI in the accounts it establishes and maintains for LEI, pursuant
to this Agreement. For energy services procured on behalf of the University by LEI,
LEI shall be paid within thirty (30) days upon presentation to the University of an
invoice for such services in sufficient detail as the University warrants necessary.

•

4.3 Line of Credit The University shall provide a line of credit to LEI of approximately
$1,000,000 to cover the costs of one month of energy services procured on behalf of
the University.
Interim Services Agreement - Amendment I
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•

V. Amendment of Interim Services Agreement
5.1 This Agreement and its attachment(s) may be amended at any time by mutual
agreement of the parties. All amendments must be approved by the Regents of the
University of New Mexico.

VI. Term of Agreement
6.1 Primary Term This Agreement shall be effective upon the date of its signing, and
shall continue for a term of one (1) year.
6.2 Extension of Primary Term It is understood that this Interim Agreement may be
continued for a specified period after the expiration of its Primary Term, or until
such time as it is terminated pursuant to Paragraph 6.3.

•

6.3 Termination of Agreement This Agreement may be terminated by the University
thirty (30) days after written notice to LEI. Upon termination of this Interim
Agreement, all rights and privileges granted, assigned or shared between LEI and the
University shall terminate. Upon termination of this Agreement all property of LEI
shall be transfer to the University subject to the prior rights, if any, of any creditors
of LEI.

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Interim Agreement to be
executed.
_~_.J

\U1h-P-klAH'n"~tu-1"-mN

ew Mexico

By ______==~__- 4______________

Larry Willard
President
Date

/I;/{q /11
I

•
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90rvlain Campus I

c: G

1010 University Nf::

059250712--06"' f363'(-7

S 0.42·52

S

1.709.12

3.92;-

N'-t:

0598'76315-0622893-0

S OA086 S

3.112.31

7.3! ('

'1210-A Ul1iversity

NE
NE
NE

059250312-061662.8-4

S 04255 S

1453.38

3.429

1210-8 University

0649113301-0673311-7

S 0.4542

<'

".,

;14865

2.S2S·

<'

2.:393.20

7.09~~

,.J

958.61

2.20 i
50.765

91Main Campus I & (,

1 128 Uiliverc'ity

92Main Campus I & G
0
G
93Maill Campus 1 '-'

(:;

1~13

95Main Canlpll~; ! & C~

"l·!O"l

9,tMain Campus !

~:..

Un!ljersitv
L.lnivt~rsiry

Me

059877915-0622909-8 S 0.3798
C5D8i'l[)"i 3-0622907-T S 0.4355

96Main Can1pus I E. G

1414 University SE

065206001-0676188-4

S 0.3915

S

19.873.68

97Maill Campus I 8. G

1710 UllIVersily Sf.:

05924131'2-0616543- 1

C'

S

903.91

G

1720 UnIversity SE::

"

0.4991

054910301-0673231-2

S 0.4154

S

10425.51

25.095

120 Vassar SE

D 115608700-0242556-0

S 0.4197

S

2.394.24

5.70:'.

~,o

1 Vass,lr NE

059253212-0615<.362-3

S 0.4410

S

"1.656.99

3.75;'

NE

059805917 -0022'[ 39-2

S 0.6298 S

358.33

5E·9

f'JE

059245012-06'15580-7

S 0,3674

S

3,727:16

10.146

NE
i\JE
NE
Nt:
NE

'"'"

15.820.42

40.52'~

7.0:4

9SMain Campus I &

99Main Campus i 3- G
100Main Campus

,, 6c G

'101 Main Campus i 8, G

.;15 Vas:?ar

1021'vlain Campus I & G

220 Yale

103Main Campus I &

c.,

18;

220-8 Y£ll2

059245111-06 i 6581-6

S 0,3804

104fvlain Campus i 8, G

720 Yale

0592509'12-061662!8-'1

S 0.3908

S

2.764.35

105Main Campus 1 8, G

01 Yale

059251214-0616642-6

S 0,4990

S

790,f)9

1.585

1061'v1ain Campus I & G

310 Yale

059253812-0616668-4

S 0.4068

S

7.473.74

18.370

107Main Campus I &G

810 YalE:

059253912-0616669-1

S 0.4100

S

5.591.68

13.637

1'01[: Gas aCc(lIlnh (j!llii16 I llir<'ugil'f J w.::re p:.lrl \)(uli~inalll1lnirn SCITiceo i\grcclIlcnl t\n:,dilncnt L Lines~) through IlI7
il'lv,: h-:t..:ll 'ldJ\.'d.

•

•
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ATTACHMENT "I" -- Natural Gas Accounts
UNM Department

Service Address

PNM Acct. No.

Rate

Annual Cost Annual Use

TRANSPORTA TlON ACCOUNTS
1Married Student Housing

921 Buena Vista, SE

059241112-0616541

2UNM Arena

1111 University, SE

0592412120-616542

3Athletic Building

1414 University, SE

0592415120-616545

4University Stadium

1700 Cesar Chavez, SE

0592416120-616546

5CNID

1201 Yale, NE

6Children's Psychiatric Hosp.
7Mental Health Center

$ 0.3973 $
$ 0.4400 S

38,231.07

96,236

47,998.37

109,084

$ 0.4084 S
$ 0.3858 $

7,888.61

19,317

2,402.53

6,228

0592513120-616643

$ 0.4247 $

2,985.91

7,031

1001 Yale, NE

0592518120-616648

$ 0.4251

$

12,623.89

29,695

2600 Marble, NE

0592526120-616656
0592527120-616657

$ 0.3783 $

27,722.82

73,278

1130 University, NE

0592540120-616670

$ 0.4235 $

5,467.87

12,911

10Continuing Education

1634 University, NE

0598766130-622896

$ 0.4506 $

6,455.45

14,327

11Art Annex

1524 Copper, NE

0599288140-623418

$ 0.4408 $

4,873.01

11,055

12Stadium Pressbox

1700 University, SE

0662287020-686414

$ 0.4380 $

6,428.86

14,677

13Tennis Bubble

n414 University, SE

0662356020-686483

$ 0.4409 $

8,954.59

20,310

059876417-0622894-3 $ 0.4359 $
059252112-0616651-9 .$ 0.4464 $

1,450.52

3,328

1,859.17

4,165

8 (2 meters)
9KNME

PNM GAS SERVICES ACCOUNTS

•

•

14 KNME

1200 University, NE

15Med2

~OO Stanford, NE

16Med4

1001 Stanford, NE

059252312-0616653-3 $ 0.4023 $

7,920.95

19,689

17Med7

~ 007 Stanford, NE

059252212-0616652-6 $ 0.3928 $

5,229.97

13,315

18Med

~700 Frontier, NE

059253312-0616663-0 $ 0.4229 $

3,184.18

7,530

19Med

~15 Vassar, NE

059253412-0616664-7 $ 0.4853 $

909.97

1,875

20Med

1005 Columbia, NE

059801113-0622141-9 $ 0.5808

$

516.29

889

21 Med

1128 University, NE #A

059876211-0622892-2 $ 0.4029 $

1,457.67

3,618

22 Trust

1616 Sigma Chi, NE

059872212-0622852-2 $ 0.6334 $

406.00

641

23 Carrie Tingley Hospital

1127 University, NE

059878014-0622910-6 $ 0.3722 $

24,228.32

65,089

4,208.01

10,493

24 NMERI

~01 University, NE

064779002-0671918-0 $ 0.4010 $

25 Popejoy

t2001 Gold, SE

064739501-0671523-7 $ 0.7437 $

329.44

443

26 UNM Press

1720 Lomas, NE

059868919-0622819-0 $ 0.4520 $

1,659.65

3,672

27 UNM Press

P721 Spirit Drive, SE

065274202-0676870-8 $ 0.3404 $

4,551.62

13,373

28 Parking Services

1601 Central, NE

059928514-0623415-3 $ 4.6308 $

185.23

40

29 Parking Services

1601 Central, NE

059928716-0623417-2 $ 0.7866 $

297.34·

378

30Art Museum

~16 Central, SW

022532600-0300897-8 $ 0.4722 $

1,197.98 -

2,537

31 UNM Press

1712 Lomas, NE

059868716-0622817-2 $ 0.4666 $

1,522.63

3,263

32 UNM Press

1716 Lomas, NE

059868819-0622818-3

$ 0.4627 $

1,262.30

2,728

33 Continuing Education

~100 Southern, #3

061811516-0642244-1

$ 0.6017 $

605.89

1,007

34 Bookstore

t2401 Central, NE

066322001-068734 7-6

$ 0.3773 $

4,817.87

12,769

35 Family Development

~008

059672516-0620855-9 $ 0.8374 $

211.86

253

36 CHTM-Optoelectronics

1313 Goddard, SE

066479802-0688925-6

37MTTC

800 Bradbury, SE

066891501-0693042-2

38 Continuing Education Addition

1634-A University, NE

066954502-0693671-2

629.12

1,654

39 Mental Health

905 Vassar, NE

059253112-0616661-6 $ 0.5931

498.82

841

40 Mental Health

917 Vassar, NE

059253012-0616660-9 $ 0.8406 $

304.29

362

41 Mental Health

919 Vassar, NE

059252912-0616659-4 $ 0.6160 $

461.38

749

UNM Department

Copper, NE

Service Address

Interim Services Agreement - Amendment 1

PNM Acct. No.

Actual
Actuai

$ 0.3804 $

Rate

$

Annual Cost

Page 8

Annual Use

•

059252812-0616658-7

$ 0.8973 $

30509

43Mental Health

1000 Stanford, NE

059251512-0616645-0

$ 0.5967 $

505.38

847

44Mental Health

1025 Hermosa, SE

054077321-0564904-7

$ 0.4605 $

1,228.58

2,668

25 Vassar, NE

42Mental Health

45DlStrict Ener9Y Syst·'::!Yi
461'v1ain CalT~pus i D Co

933.00

1.041

c

10.56541

26.4:~

48Main Campus 1 G C

6.27( 42

47fvlalfl Canlpus ! t:

625.06

49Main Cdrnpus I (.~ C

50r'J1ain

Carnpu~~ i ;:;

i ,022.61

C;

336.90

51 iv1ain Carnpus i b C
53fvlain Campus i G. G
54Mam Campu,~ I 3. C3
0S986i'! ; 7 ·0622800-:3

55Main CZlmpus I & G

S 0.5324

S

1909 Las Lon)C]s j\JE

is''';

505.43

87':

1.229.59

306:0

565.97

81375

58Main Campus I 3. G

1,034.61

59Main Campus 1 & G

1919 Las Lom,ls Nt':

G592S05 i 3-0616635-.1

S 0.5690

S

566.12

60rvlain Campus 1 & G

1923 Las Lomas ~IE

059867313-0622803-5

S 0.4587

S

1.009.53

Nt=:

059867213-0622802-8

S 0.5233 S

474.63

907

() 1.1 390700-0619666-2 S 04487 S

1,385.57

3.082

1,03'1

61Main Campus 1 & G

1925 Las Lomas

62Main Campus

1701 Lomas NE - f-\

1

& C3

63Main Campus 1 & G

059868513-0622815-4

S 0 5283

S

544:64

64Malll Campus I 8, G

1;33·:,.',2 Lomas NE

059869419-0622824-3

S 0.7059

S

307.78

43()

65Main Campus 1 & G

1836 Lomas NE

059869319-0622823-6

S 0.5073

S

737.85

1.45:~

66Main Campus 1 & G

1827 Lomas NE

059253712-0616667-7

S 0.4538 S

1,24161

2.70G

67Main Campus

1& G

1841 Lomas NE

059253513-0616665-1

S 0.4767

S

937.18

1 ,96~3

68Main Campus

1& G

1920 Lomas NE

059250~312-0616636-0

S 0.4039 S

4.266.17

10.42'3

69Main Campus I & G

1800 iviesa Vjsta NE

059869613-0622826-9 S 0.4928 S

637.20

1,293

70Main Campus I & G

1828 l'11esa Vista NE

059859919-0622829-7 S 0.5427 S

516.13

951

71 Main Campus! & G

1328-,A rvlesa VIsta NE

059869718-0622827-5

3I2

72Main Campus 1 & G

1830 Mes8 Vista NE

73Main Campus 1 & G

1832 Mesa Vista NE

74Main Campus I &. G

S 0.9182

S

286.49

C59869319-0622828-0

S 0.7880

S

324.67

059870215-0622832-2

S 0.55·91

S

546.38

1834 iviesa Vista NE

059870013-0622830-3

S 0.7248 S

358.80

1334-A rvlesa Vista NE

059370118-0622331-9

S 0.6639 S

412.07

616

76fv1alll Campus I & G

!717 Rorna NE

059:246i312-06"i6596-.5

S 0.4104

S

2.133.89

5.2CO

77Main Campus I & G

190! Rorna NE

0.59250112-0615631-6

S 04331

S

1,676.33 .

3.871

059863014-06228'10-9

S 0457'1

S

'1,391.89

75Main Campus! &

G

78Main Campus I & C3
79Main Campus 1 & G

i 300 Si~~rnd Chi NE

CGG4G730Q·-O'i24890-S

,)

0.5734

S

502.31

370

80Maill Campus 1 & G

1305 Stgrll(J Chi NE

C5S1370,"118-062232A-G

S

Q.6~278

S

396.16

63":

772.36

1.5,3:2

059868"124-0£3228! 1-5

.)

0.5372

S

446.39

OP302200-022770!3-o

:;;

1 507S

S

9047

625,"13

81Main Campus 1 & G
82Main Camp~s I & C3
83Main Campus I & G

13 i6-1I2 S1;rna Chi NE

84Main Campus I ,",. C

OU94[.37414-0184838-9

S 0.5311

S

35Main CaITlp'.lS I & G

059370:)14-0622833-2

S 0.4883

S

893.53

8E;Main Campus i 3. G

G59251712-06ir3547-4

S 0.4585

S

i,110.49

064424301-0668371-1

S 0.4114

S

5.130.97

PNM Acct. No.

Rate

O.5925G811-06if3583-7

S 0.4.'}"1.3

87Main Campus 1 & C

•

392.47

1.336.33

56rv1ain Campus I G C
57Main Calnpus 1 (~ (3

•

340

"1201 Tucker NE

Service Address

UNM Department
38Main Campus! & G

)320 Tucker Nt:.

89Malfl Campus I 3. (~

"i

000

UniV0fS!iy

Interim Services Agreement - Amendment 1

Annual Cost

12,473

Annual Use
12.47~~

S[

S

2,994.('1
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ATTACHMENT "I'i -- Electric Accounts
UNM Department

PNM ACCT. No.

Rate

Annual Cost

Annual Use

36,453.81

478,440

62,685.88

793,760

6,679.16

67,313

1,597.35

15,331

860.50

9,258

37,461.32

483,000

031911101-0379786-7 $ 0.0762

2 KNME

1130 University, NE

031908302-0379770-4 $ 0.0790

3 KNME

1134 University, NE

031851408-0379298-9 $ 0.0992

4 Med

/315 Vassar, NE

031905200-0379750-7 $ 0.1042

5Med

1005 Columbia, NE

031851801-0379302-9 $ 0.0929

6CNID

1201 Yale, NE

032046601-0380639-9 $ 0.0776

7Children's Psychiatric Hospital

1001 Yale, NE

031910303-0379781-5 $ 0.0863

$
$

40,750.38

472,400

8Children's Psychiatric Hospital

1001 Yale, NE

031910401-0379782-6 $ 0.0853

$

53,500.93

627,520

9Children's Psychiatric Hospital

1001 Yale, NE

032207801-0381538-0 $ 0.0892

193,760

10Continuing Education

031861503-0379380-4 $ 0.0854

55,489.06

649,760

11 Continuing Education Addition

1634-A University, NE

032308001-0382074-3 $ 0.0836

$
$
$

17,284.13

1634 University, NE

8,631.24

103,200

12Trust

1616 Sigma Chi, NE

031851104-0379295-7 $ 0.0941

$

348.47

3,703

13Carrie Tingley Hospital

1127 University, NE

031859504-0379365-5 $ 0.0845

$

115,584.69

1,367,400

14NMERI

901 University, SE

032161502-0381285-3 $ 0.0927

620,600

15NMERI

032271500-0381880-3 $ 0.1163

$
$

57,512.11

~020 Ira Sprecker, SE

574.71

4,942

16Popejoy

~001 Gold, SE

031831303-0379111-2 $ 0.1152

17UNM Press

1720 Lomas, NE

031849011-0379275-3 $ 0.0929

18UNM Press

~721 Spirit Drive, NE

032208701-0381544-3 $ 0.0924

19Parking Services

1601 Central, NE

031851004-0379294-0 $ 0.0877

20 Parking Services

1601 Central, NE

031997103-0380363-9 $ 0.1679

21 Art Museum

516 Central, SW

031994503-0380347-4 $ 0.1045

22 UNM Printing Plant

1712 Lomas, NE

031993307-0380340-8 $ 0.0765

23 UNM Printing Plant

1716 Lomas, NE

059868819-0622818-3 $ 0.1056

24 Continuing Education

4100 Southern, SE

090293106-0926099-0 $ 0.1066

25 Family Development

~01 0

031848507-0379270-6 $ 0.1322

Copper, NE

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

599.89

5,207

7,002.59

75,405

7,415.65

80,273

$
$

10,834.01

123,600

264.25

1,574

$
$
$
$
$

4,416.43

42,250

8,273.29

108,080

1,292.44

12,236

2,258.85

21,197

204.26

1,545

10,553

1313 Goddard, SE

032277701-0381913-2

;\ctua!

~OO Bradbury, SE

032300701-0382035-4

Actual

28 Mental Health Center

'2600 Marble, NE

032114600-0381011-4 $ 0.1193

$

1,259.04

29 Mental Health Center

~05 Vassar, NE

031904400-0379744-3 $ 0.1076

$

1,031.22

9,585

30Mental Health Center

917 Vassar, NE

031906400-0379758-4 $ 0.1027

$

1,979.61

19,278

31 Mental Health Center

~19 Vassar, NE

031908100-0379768-6 $ 0.1782

$

194.27

1,090

32Mental Health Center

~25 Vassar, NE

031905900-0379754-8 $ 0.0960

1,785.30

18,593

33 Mental Health Center

1000 Stanford, NE

031905500-0379752-8 $ 0.1032

34Mental Health Center

1025 Hermosa, SE

031833606-0379131-2 $ 0.1021

$
$
$

35 UNM Main

!substations. Ui~fvlH

31949801-0380075
S 0.D610
03200730'1 -0380428-8 S 0.087',
022056~200-0380698-5 ;:, 0.0997
031656907 -02·793·12·-0 :-; O.C7t35

26 CHTM-Optoelectron ics

•

27 MTTC

36 Main Campus! & G

119 ,'\sh NE

37 Main Campus! ;:;. G

:;09 BUer13 Vista i\jE

Main Cal'npus i ,,< (,

39 Main Campus! ,'" c;

4Cif'v1ein Carnpus

(~~ C;

1601 Centra! NE
,~,~AI.:1

1,934.60

18,754

2,463.19

24,119

S 4,560,0.18.70

73.8.57.325

S

11,696.59

S

3.992.01

134,2'U
40027

S

33,033.35

420;640

Centr;'?,! Sf.:

O~) '\ ~!04~Ol-O~:,7Sr7 40--:

S

CJ.C8=~9

S

35.867.57

427,520

St:

02·217{):)O()-032136~i-l

,)

<-

G.G80r)

.::500 C2nrr31

132.842

102 Corn8!i Sf:.

G~) 1 ~j05:302-0:379751-0

S O.'JH7<+

S
S

10,709.22

41 1V1ain Campus i ;:;. G

7".331 71

83.080

c;

1'10 Cornei! Sf::

03IS:3:.:. 103-0379127 -(3 :3 0.1074

:)

1049.56

9.77":

2701 Fronti-:;;i" f\JE

03'1904f300-03TQ7 4.7-1

S
S

3.294.52

32.76 )

i

42 Main Ca!npus ! &
43 Main Campus i

•

Service Address
jSandia Crest

KNME

e, G

44 Main Campl;s I ,", G
UNM Department
rvlain C3fl1PUS ! & G

1TOO Las Lor-nas !\jE:

Service Address
1712 LdS L~Yil8S !'-JE

Interim Services Agreement - Amendment 1

S 0.'10015
0:.' 190(1700-0379772-{ S O.'IOa?
PNMAcct. No.

03 '190~:ll 00-03797/4-7

Rate

S C 10,5

1,139.40
Annual Cost

S

2.56894

Page 11

10.662
Annual Use
25.313

•

•

4GMain Campus 1 3. G

17 i 3 Las Lomas NE

O:}1350703·037929J.1

S 0.1157

S

586.59

5.072

47Main Campus 1 & G

1716 Las Lomas NE

031910DOO·0379784·7

S 0.1007

S

2.963.24

29.423

48Maln Campus 1 & G

1701 Lomas NE

031911505·0379789·6

S 0.1040

S

1.635.27

15.728

49Main Campus 1 (, G

1717 Lomas NE

031851505·0379299·1

S 0.0998

S

3.880.27

38.880

50Main Campus I ,3, G

1('19 1i2 Lornas NE:

O:':"lD6(3002··038C173-0

S 0.2170

S

270.34

51 Main Campus! ,:; (3

1B34 Larras NE

52Main Campus I & C;

1334-112

031848907··0379274-4

S 0.1174

S

707.57

6.025

53Main Campus: &. C:;

133G Lornas i'JE

031843808·0379272· r:5

S 0.10G9

S

i .108.87

10.373

54Main Campus 1& G

18·~C

Lomas NE

032144300·0381190·7

S 0.1679

S

176.11

1.049

55Matn Campus 1,'I, G

1300 Mesa Vista NE

031(34050"1-0379280-6

S

0.1032

S

1.927.79

18.685

56Main Campus 1 & G

1830 Mesa Vista NE

031849408·0379279· 7

SOli 08

S

785.90

7.095

57Main Campus 1 3, G

1834 Mesa lJista NE

031849303·0379273·',

S 0.1091

S

!01 14

327

58Main Campus 1 & G

1834·8 iVies" Vist,;

0::'1849210·0379277·9

S 0.1061

S

"1.216.45

LO!l18S

998.12

NE

~I E

59Maln Campus 1 ,'I, (3

1717 Rema i'IE

0:) \904200-0379743-d S 0.0905

S

8.123.33

GOMain Calnpus ! & G

1712 Signl3 ChI NE

03"1850502··0379289-1

S 0.0920

S

1,045.87

8S 72::

61 Main Campus 1 &. G

1800 Sigma Clli NE

031850413·0379288·2

S 0.0938

S

343.76

62Main Campus I & G

1805 Sigma Chi NE

031849805·0379283·8

S 0.0953

S

1.704.19

63Main Campus I & G

1812 Signla Chi NE

031850302·0379287·8

S 0.0990

S

33402

3.375

64Main Campus I & G

1816 Sigma Chi NE

031850227 ·0379286·8

S 0.0928

S

U4577

12.352

65Main Campus 1& G

1816 li2 Sigma Cili NE

031971808·0380209·'1

S 0.0932

S

502.26

5.388

66MainCampus 1 & G

1820 Sigma Chi NE

031850115·0379285·6

S 0.1099

S

838.42

7.628

67Main Campus I & G

1829 Sigma Chi NE

031850000·0379284·1

S 0.1014

S

3.042.25

30.003

G8Main Campus 1 & G

1000 University SE

032079701·0380824·2

S 0.0785

S

46,221.26

588.920

69Main Campus I .& G

1128 University NE

031997301·0380365·7

S 0.1091

S

101.14

927

70Main Campus I & G

1128 UniverSity NE

032112501·038'1000-9

S 0.0894

S

9,488.00

106.169

71Main Campus I & G

1200 University NE

032219300·0381603·9

SO. 0929

$

6.836.14

73.562

72Main Campus 1 & G

1210 University NE

031974701·0380228·2

S 0.0922

S

7,434.63

80.631

73Main Campus I & G

1210 University NE

032180000·0381386·3

S 0.0968

S

5.169.05

53.404

5,495.42

58.420

17.877

74Main Campus I & G

1213 University NE

031860105·0379370·1

S 0.09.11

S

75Main Campus 1 & G

1213 University NE

031997202·0380364·8

S 0.1091

S

202.28

1.354

76Main Campus 1 & G

1401 University NE

031851201·0379296·0

S 0.1033

S

1.36178

18,015

£..693

77Main Campus! .& G

1515 Universjtv SE

031907900·0379767··!

S 0.1037

S

1.004.89

78Main Campus! & G

1515 University SE

032148100·0381208·8

S 0.3094

S

109.21

353

79Main Campus 1& G

',500 University Sf::

031907701·0379766-4

2.025082

ni'lersity Stadium

S
S

153,929.62

80Main Campus 1&. G

S 0.0760
031906201·0379757·7 S 0.0665

437,32391

6.579.600

031833406-0379129-'!

S 0.1009

S

3.546.22

35.134

S 0.1091

S

101.14

927

S 0.1238
031911400·0379788·1 S 0.1010
031905700·0379753·3 S 0.1205

S
S
S

425.51

3.437

3,59431

35.600

'16.608.29

137.771

031906600·0379759·8

S 0.1411

S

16.892.49

119.682

03229 1800·038 1988·4

SO. 1347

S

213.69

1.587

81 Main Campus 1& G
82Main Campus 1 & G

11 Vassar NE

031909800·0379778·8

83Main Campus 1 & G

15 Vassar NE

031851905·0379303·7

84Main Campus 1 & G
85Main Campus 1 &. G

ortl1 UNM Campus

8GMain Campus 1 & G

'ourh UNri( Canlpus

87Main Campus I & G

\UTE: Lk;':lric
87

1.2~C;

aC(;!)lIll!:';

uJl

orth UNi'J1
liiJe~

i

I!Hl)l!~h .~.~

\\'\.!n.' p{lrl

(~r' nri~iJliti

illL.:rlul Scrvi.;;:s ,\~!\:cnH.:rH A.uadulk'ill. L Lin\.'s 35 lhrnugh

ha\'~ b~Cll add~\l.

'.
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